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Spin-wave theory is used to calculate the imaginary part of the longitudinal magnetic suscep
tibility of a ferromagnetic dielectric. 

A ferromagnet can absorb the energy of a weak 
alternating magnetic field H' ~ e-iwt that is po
larized either perpendicular or parallel to its equi
librium magnetic moment. In the first case the 
magnetic field "rotates" the magnetic moment with
out changing its magnitude, while in the second case 
a process of magnetization changes the absolute 
value of the magnetic moment. In both cases dissi
pative processes occur that are associated with in
teractions of spin waves with each other and with 
phonons.1- 3 We assume saturation magnetization 
of the ferromagnetic dielectric at a given tempera
ture so that our sample consists of a single domain, 
and that it is pure enough so that we may disregard 
effects due to impurities. 

In the present paper we confine ourselves to the 
case in which the magnetic field of frequency w is 
polarized parallel to the equilibrium magnetic mo
ment of the ferromagnetic dielectric. The imagi
nary part of the longitudinal magnetic susceptibility 
J.L 11 = J.L[1 + iJ.Lfl must therefore be determined in order 
to calculate the absorption. The complicated char
acter of relaxation processes in ferromagnetic di
electrics4 leads to a complicated frequency depend
ence of J.Lfi(w). 

Our calculation will be based on the simplest 
model of a ferrodielectric as a body with a single 
magnetic moment whose oscillations are propagated 
as spin waves. This is valid at sufficiently low tem
peratures; we then have no vibrations of one mag
netic sublattice with respect to the other, which cor
respond to high frequency limits (~ ®c/:ti). The 
real bodies to which the present form of the theory 
of spin waves can be applied are evidently ferrites, 
the semiconductor properties of which are unimpor
tant at low temperatures (the number of free elec
trons vanishes exponentially as the temperature is 
reduced). 
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1. LOW FREQUENCIES 

When the magnetic field frequency is consider
ably smaller than the reciprocal of the spin -spin 
relaxation time Tss• i.e., 

(1) 

this field can be regarded classically as the cause 
of spin-wave nonequilibrium. This condition (1) 
enables us to assume that the spin-wave system 
has quasi-equilibrium energy levels, i.e., 

E = ~ Eknk, Ek = 8c (ak)2 + p.H (t). (2) 
k 

Here Ek is the energy of a spin wave.* We shall 
make use of (2), which is valid for relatively large 
values of the wave vector number k, so that the 
results of this section are correct only when T 
» 27rJ.LMo ~ 1 o K. The mean occupation numbers 
nk are determined by means of a kinetic equation, 
written schematically as 

The first term on the right is the part of the colli
sion integral which describes the interaction be
tween spin waves, while the second term pertains 
to the interaction between spin waves and phonons. 
The specific form of the collision operator has been 
given in references 2 and 3. It is very important 
in what follows that at temperatures T consider
ably above T0 = J.LMo(®c /J,LM0 ) 317 ~ 10° the princi
pal part in the interaction of spin waves is played 
by the exchange interaction and for T « T0 by the 
relativistic interaction. This difference results in 
an essential distinction between the frequency de
pendence of the imaginary part of the magnetic sus-

*The notation of references 2 and 3 is used. 
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ceptibility at low ( T « T 0 ) and high ( T » T0 ) 

temperatures. 
For the low-temperature region ( T « T 0 ) we 

have, from reference 2* 

-J- ~ ~" 11! 0 l'~o (~ )';,~ JQ6(T~ ))'/,(sec-t )(t-tMo< T ~ T0 ), 

ss " 0 c c \ o 

and (3) will be solved in the form 

Ilk =fl0 (ek/T) + n~, [n~[ < n0 , (4) 

where n0 is the equilibrium Bose function. It must 
also be remembered that Ek and T depend on the 
time. This form of the solution denotes that in the 
spin-wave system a quasi-equilibrium state can be 
established with its own temperature, different 
from the lattice temperature. Dissipation is here 
associated with two basically different mechanisms, 
the transfer of energy to phonons and the departure 
of the distribution from equilibrium. We therefore 
write f.J." = f.J.'{ + f.1.2. The first mechanism is natu
rally characterized by the time Tsl required for 
temperature equalization3 and the second mechan
ism by the spin-spin relaxation time Tss· Since 
Tss « Tsl• at frequencies WTsl « 1 the principal 
part in dissipative processes will be played by en
ergy transfer to phonons and at frequencies 1/ T s z 
« w « 1/Tss by the departure of the distribution 
from equilibrium. 

To calculate the time dependence of the tem
perature T we must use the heat-balance equation 

T + (T- Tz)/T.sz = qp.H' "•I = c.;(l,, q ~ 0,4, (5) 

which is easily obtained from (3) and (4). Here a 
is the coefficient of heat transfer between spin 
waves and the lattice which was calculated in ref
erence 3. An analogous equation can be derived 
for the phonon temperature Tz, although the prob
lem of the interaction between phonons and the ex
ternal medium now arises. On the other hand, if 
we assume excellent thermal contact, so that all 
heat entering the lattice can be removed by the 
external medium (11.nlimited heat elimination) the 
lattice temperature Tz can be regarded as con
stant. We shall hereinafter limit ourselves to 
this case.t 

From (5) we have 

T = T 1 + T', 
, , qC5 !-' if iwqC8 !-'H' 
T=--=- . 

a-iwC. a -iwC. ,, ' (6) 

As already stated, the dissipation is described 

*We have assumed 8c -· 10-" erg, T0 -· 10°K; the unimpor
tant logarithmic dependence on temperature has been disre
garded. 

tThe adiabatic temperature-equalization time t 5 z was cal
culated in reference 3. 

by the imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility, 
which is obtained from the imaginary part of the 
coefficient relating the spin temperature to the 
magnetic field; we have 

M = M0 - t-t ~n0 (ek/T). 
k 

From this equation and (6) we obtain 

(7) 

It is shown in reference 3 that for T « T 0 the co
efficient of heat transfer from spin waves to the 
lattice depends exponentially on the temperature 
(heat is transferred through the "Cerenkov" pro
duction of phonons by spin waves ) ; also 

Cs = ( 15~ (%)/32rr'l•) (T (8c)'l•. 

Therefore 

We shall now calculate f.J.2, the part of f.J." that 
is associated with the departure of the distribution 
from equilibrium. This dissipation mechanism is 
important at relatively high frequencies (WTsZ » 1 ), 
when we can still make use of (2) [in virtue of (1)] 
and of the kinetic equation (3). In the latter the 
second term of the right member may be neglected; 
when w » 1/TsZ energy "cannot" be transferred 
to phonons. Since (on~ I at) ss = 0 we have 

(9) 

The neglect of the term (Bnk/ot)sz in the kinetic 
equation corresponds to the neglect of heat elimi
nation in the thermal balance equation (5). There
fore when WT sl » 1 we have T = qJl.H, and (9) 
can be written as follows: 

( 1 - -=-) ~ '!!! = -1- L {n'}. \ q T a (efT) T '~" ss 
(10) 

Here 

A 

while L is a dimensionless collision operator 
which is easily derived from (34) of reference 2 
by changing from summation to integration over 
the wave vectors k and introducing the dimension
less wave vector x = .J ®c /T ak. 

In (10) we have omitted the term containing the 
time derivative of the nonequilibrium correction to 
the distribution function; this is valid for WTss « 1. 
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From (10) we have 

n' = , •• (pJf;T) rr (x), (12) 

where <P (x) is a dimensionless function which 
cannot be determined without solving the integral 
equation (10). 

When the temperature dependence of n' is 
known the temperature dependence of JJ.i can be 
determined. This requires calculating the varia
tion of the entropy S per unit time resulting from 
the departure of the spin -wave distribution from 
equilibrium. A familiar formula5 gives the amount 
of absorbed magnetic field energy: 

Q = (w[L"/4~t) H'2 • (13) 

This equation in conjunction with TS = Q gives ll" 

(JJ.i in the present case). We shall therefore de
termine TS, using the following expression for 
the entropy of a nonequilibrium Bose gas :6 

S=~{(nk+ l)ln(nk+ 1)-nklnnk}· 
k 

By differentiating this expression with respect to 
time and taking into account the energy conserva
tion law 

~Skfl~ = 0 
k 

[a corollary of the linearized kinetic equation (9)], 
we obtain 

From (14), (12), and (13) we then have 

fl.~ = x2 ([L2/a38c) (T !8c)'f, W't88 , 

(14) 

(15) 

where K2 is a numerical constant that can be de
termined only by solving the kinetic equation ex
actly. 

Equation (15) is valid for 1/Tsz « w « 1/Tss. 
A comparison with (7) shows that JJ.'1 and JJ.'2 co
incide when w ~ ( T s z T ss) -1/2 • At lower frequen
cies JJ.i > JJ.i and at higher frequencies JJ.'{ < JJ.i· 
As the frequency approaches 1/Tss the value of 
JJ.i must be reduced since the spin system "cannot" 
depart from equilibrium. This can be taken into 
account by retaining the term 8n' /at in (10). We 
then obtain 

(16) 

A comparison of (15) and (11) shows that for fre
quencies in the interval ( Ts z Tss ) -t/2 « w « 1/ T ss 
the imaginary part JJ." of the magnetic suscepti
bility is independent of temperature and is linearly 
dependent on frequency: 

(17) 

We shall now consider the case of relatively 
high temperatures T » T 0• As previously we shall 
assume that the temperature is considerably below 
both the Curie temperature ®c and the Debye tem
perature ®0• In this temperature region exchange 
forces play the principal part in the interaction be
tween spin waves. It is therefore convenient to 
write the kinetic equation as follows: 

(18) 

We cannot drop the small relativistic term, which 
is responsible for energy dissipation in one of the 
frequency regions. The large exchange interaction 
between spin waves does not change their number; 
this is reflected mathematically in the fact that the 
Bose distribution with an arbitrary value of the 
chemical potential y causes vanishing of the first 
term in the right member of (18). We recall that 
the equilibrium chemical potential of the spin-wave 
gas is zero. 

The solution of (18) must be found in the form 

n=noe-:;.')+n', !n'!<n0 , (19) 

taking into account the time dependence of the en
ergy E, chemical potential y and spin-wave tem
perature T. We shall use (2) for the energy of a 
spin wave, regarding it as valid also for k = 0. 
This is permissible if we assume that the ferro
magnet has a large anisotropy constant or is in a 
relatively strong magnetic field. The spin-wave 
energy for k = 0 without an external alternating 
field will hereinafter be denoted by Eo (Eo = JJ.Heff• 
Heff = Ho + f3Mo ). 

From (18) and (19) we easily obtain the follow
ing relations between the variable part of the spin 
temperature T, the chemical potential y and the 
alternating magnetic field: 

(Ary- iwqC,)T' +(TAn- iwB) 1 = BpJf, 

(ATr- i<•JC.) T' + (Ary- iwC.) 1 = qC,fLH. (20) 
Here 

(21) 

and the A coefficients were calculated in refer
ence 7, where magnetic-moment relaxation in a 
ferromagnetic dielectric was studied. In the given 
temperature interval ( T » T 0, ®~/®c)* 

Ary = (li/6~t 2pa5) (T11LM0/8c) 2 (T !8c)2 , 

Arr = (2~t2 h/45pa5 ) [2~i + (2~1 + ~2) 2] (T/8c)\ 

An= (Xi h) (tLM0/8c) 2 (P/E08c), X= 0.1. 

*The notation is that of references 2 and 3. 
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T' and y can be calculated by means of (20). 
The formula 

M = M 0 - !k ~nk e-;: 'l') 
k 

for the magnetic moment is then used to give the 
imaginary part of the magnetic susceptibility. Re
taining only the principal terms, we obtain 

5n: !iw 1 + w• 't~ 
I.J."=-

' 4z a3 M~ (1 + w•,:)• + w•,~ (T ~ T 0), 

where 

l/"=1 = (T A.,.,Arr!BCs)'h 

~ (p.M0/h) (8~/ms28cf/• (T /8c)'/, (T js0 )'1•, 

l/'t2 = Arr!Cs ~(80/h) (80/ms2) (T!8c)'l,, 

l/'t3 = T A.,.,! B ~ (T /h) (v-Mo/8c)2 (8c!so)'l•. 

(23) 

(24) 

The frequency dependence of the imaginary part of 
the susceptibility is shown in (23), where all relax
ation times satisfy the following sequence of in
equalities: 

and the reciprocal spin-spin relaxation time 1/Tss 
is now given by3 

1/'tss ~ (8c/h) (T/8c)4 • 

At low frequencies 

We assume that M0 ....... p,/a3• 

(24') 

It can be shown that an additional loss mechan
ism exists at frequencies 1/T1 « w « 1/Tss• due 
to the departure of the spin-wave distribution from 
equilibrium. (This is analogous to the second 
mechanism at low temperatures.) However, it is 
easily seen that this mechanism always (at all 
frequencies ) results in values of p," which are 
considerably smaller than those calculated from 
(23). This results from the fact that the exchange 
forces, which play the principal part in this tem
perature region, cannot produce dissipation without 
the cooperation of relativistic interactions, since 
the former do not change the magnetic moment. 

This section will be concluded by specifying 
the imaginary part of the longitudinal magnetic 
susceptibility in different frequency and tempera
ture ranges. From (7), (16), and (23) we have 

(Mop. i.!_)'f, W"=st I 8c \ ec 1 + (J)·,~~ . I•) V"=st"=ss ~ 1, 

" J p.Mo (' T ) '/, w-rss 
!'- ~ e- 8' ---.-.-, ' 

) c c ; 1 + w 1:~5 
I liw 1 + w2't~ 
l p.Mo (1 + w•'ti)2 + w2-:~ 

"' 10ss<R1, 

The relaxation times are given by (8), (11), (24), 
and (24'). We recall that T0 ....... p,Mo((~>c /p,Mo)o/7• 

2. HIGH FREQUENCIES 

Since at frequencies w » 1/Tss spin waves 
cannot depart from equilibrium, the attenuation of 
the magnetic field can be regarded as the absorp
tion of photons by an equilibrium spin-wave gas.8•9 

The interaction Hamiltonian of the field and spin 
waves is obviously 

?fetnt = p. ~ H za* (r)a (r) dv. 

'The expansion of the operators ~ ( r) and a* ( r) 
in terms of the spin waves is given by (12) - (20) 
of reference 2, and the magnetic field operator is10 

The operators <iw and q~ have the nonvanishing 
matrix elements 

. - v- ioot Qn.,,n.,-1 - n., e ' 

nw is the number of protons with frequency w. 
The magnetic field wave vector q (I q I = w/ c ) is 
parallel to the x axis. 

The interaction Hamiltonian in terms of spin
wave creation and annihilation operators is 

:Yftrli = ip. V27t 7i wV 2} {V~Uk• a~ a~. q., 
k,k' 

+ (u~ Uk· + v~vk') a~ Ok•Qoo} + compl. conj. (26) 

This equation reveals two possible processes for 
photon absorption-through splitting into two spin 
waves (the first term in the brace) or through 
absorption by a spin wave (the second term). The 
first process corresponds to the momentum conser
vation law 

k + k' = q. (27) 

while the second process corresponds to k = k' + q. 
However, a photon cannot be absorbed by a spin 
wave since for this process energy and momentum 
conservation would require the velocity of the spin 
wave to be greater than that of light. To be sure, 
if the dielectric constant of the ferrodielectric is 
greater than unity this process is possible in prin
ciple (analogously to Cerenkov emission), but it 
is easily seen that its mean probability will then 
be exponentially small. Photon absorption by spin 
waves will therefore not be considered hereinafter. 

The splitting of a photon into two spin waves 
can, of course, occur only if the energy of the pho
ton is greater than twice the minimum spin-wave 
energy, i.e., 
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when it is assumed that the magnetic field Ho is 
in the direction of easiest magnetization. 

For tiw < 2J.LHeff (when the external field fre
quency can satisfy the condition w » 1/Tss) the 
absorption of the magnetic field energy is mainly 
associated with inelastic scattering of photons by 
spin waves. This process occurs in the second 
perturbation approximation and its probability is 
very small. When WTss » 1 energy is, of course, 
also absorbed through the mechanisms considered 
in the first section. 

However, for tiw ~ 2J.LHeff increased absorption 
of magnetic field energy should be observed because 
of the new mechanism. We shall hereinafter con
sider frequencies greater than 2J.LHeff /ti. 

Thus 

:ffint = ip. Y21tli!!>V ~ v~u~· a~a~· q"' + compl. conj. (28) 
k, k' 

Non-zero matrix elements of the Hamiltonian (28) 
correspond to transitions nk, nk', nw - nk + 1, 
nk' + 1, nw -1 and the inverse transitions, and 
give the transition probability 

the o function insures conservation of energy. 
The photon absorption coefficient is defined as 

the difference between the probabilities of all pho
ton absorption and emission processes: 

r = ~ 41t 2Vwp.2 {(nk +I) (nk+ I)- nknk'} 
k,k' 

Here nk, nk' are understood to be equilibrium 
Bose functions. The summation over k and k' 
in the last equation is subject to the momentum 
conservation expressed by (27). 

Since the wave vector number of a spin wave is 
considerably greater than that of a photon,* we have 

Substituting our results into (29), we can deter
mine the frequency dependence of the photon absorp
tion coefficient in all limiting cases. At high fre
quencies we have 

*k - (1\cu/Bc)Y. I a is comparable with the wave vector q 
only at a frequency that satisfies the condition cu - c"!!/a2Bc 
- 1022 sec -•. We of course always have cu « 1ic2 /Bca2 • 

r = 41t2Vwp.2 ~ (nk +n-k + I) 
k 

Since Ek, Uk and Vk are even functions of the 
wave vector the last equation leads to 

r = (21tf3 321t2V2wp.2 ~I VkUk 12 ( nk + i-) 0 (2sk- nw) d'tk, 

By using (12) - (20) of reference 2 we therefore 
obtain 

(29) 

Here 

(30) 

when v > ..j 112 + 21) and 
(v'-TI')/271 __ 1 

~ x2 [Vx'+v2 -(x+'I))J'' J (v, "11) = dx, 
., }'(1- x) (x2 + v2 ) 

0 

(31) 

when v < ..j 1)2 + 21) . 
We note that the condition tiw/2 > J.LHeff gives 

v > 1). When v < 1) (tiw < 2J.LHeff) we have r = 0 
in this approximation. We shall calculate the in
tegrals (30) and (31) in different limiting cases. 

1. 11 » 1 (strong magnetic field or large aniso
tropy energy ) : * 

f 16/15 vv-, v ~'I); 

J .i. {1- ~+~('I)+ 1-v)ln(v-·~-1)}. v~'l)+1~ 
J(v,'1))Z 3'1) 4'1) 2 

1 _!. {1-~ +~('11+ 1--v) In ('I)+ 1-v)}, vs;'l)+1: 
3'1) 4'1) 2 

l16 (v- '1))3/1051], v ~ '11· 

2. 11 « 1 (weak magnetic field and small aniso
tropy energy):t 

v ~ 1; 

0 <v- V21i «: 1; 
V21i 

0 < -v 2'11_:' v «: 1; 
V2'1) 

'1~'1). 

r = ~ __i:..(2np.M0 )''• (2np.Mo)''• th hw 
15 a"h ec hw , co 2T 

(32) 

*We note that in this case ...;.,• + 2., "''T/ + 1 and v is also 
considerably greater than unity since v > 'T/ • 

tin this case YT/2 + 2., "'V2ri, and v can be either greater 
or smaller than unity. 
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We note that for nw/2 = v U.tH )2 + 47f~2M0H the 
derivative of the absorption coefficient with respect 
to frequency becomes infinite. 

The attenuation coefficient of the magnetic field 
is obviously equal to half the photon absorption co
efficient ( 6 = r /2). The imaginary part ~" of the 
magnetic susceptibility is thus easily obtained by 
means of the dispersion equation for an electromag
netic wave with w = qc/~ . 

Since the magnetic field is parallel to the mag
netic moment there is no need for taking the gyro
tropy of the magnetic susceptibility tensor into ac
count. Assuming w = w0 - i6, ~II = ~il + i~fi, E "' ~' 
"'1, we obtain ~" = 26/w, i.e., ~II= r/w. Thus 
(7), (15) - (17), (29), and (32) solve our problem of 
determining the imaginary part of the longitudinal 
magnetic susceptibility for a ferromagnetic dielec
tric over a broad range of temperatures and fre
quencies. 

In the limit w - oo the magnetic susceptibility 
approaches unity, while its imaginary part ap
proaches zero. The frequency dependence of ~" 
at very high frequencies is* 

Thus the decrease of ~" 
inversely proportional to 
of temperature. 

at higher frequencies is 
w312 and is independent 

We are not aware of any sufficiently thorough 
experiments (with a fully magnetized samplet at 

*Our treatment is, of course, subject to the high frequency 
limit w « Elc/11:, since we have. not taken into account the 
excitation of vibrations of sublattices with respect to each 
other (see the Introduction). 

tin a polydomain sample most absorption of the magnetic 
field will obviously be accounted for by the motion of domain 
boundaries. 

low temperatures ) with which our results might 
be compared. Our entire discussion shows that 
such experimental investigations could greatly 
extend our know ledge of the character of interac
tions between different quasi -particles (spin waves 
and phonons ) in a ferromagnetic dielectric. 

In conclusion the authors take this opportunity 
to thank V. G. Bar'yakhtar for useful discussions. 
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